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Identify a Need

Why I chose to make an automatic dog feeder:
Most afternoons after school my brothers & I participate in after school activities.
We don't get home until 5pm. Our dog Georgie is always barking & annoying the
neighbours because she is hungry.
I had a need to design & create an automatic dog feeder. I came up with the idea of
creating a dog feeder that uses technology to dispense dog dry food & keep Georgie
(and the neighbours) happy until I arrived home.
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Generate Ideas

Investigating Current Devices
I searched the internet & pet stores for current dog feeder products. The current
designs are expensive and didn’t have good reviews.

(Image: Google)

Brainstorming Ideas
After looking at the features of current designs I began thinking about my situation.
My dog is a very active, outside dog & loves to destroy things.
I thought that my dog feeder must be:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Attached to the wall - Not able to be chewed or destroyed
Weather resistant
Strong
Automated to release dry dog food around 5:00pm
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Planning the Automatic Dog Feeder
Technological related to the innovation
My solution needed to involve technology. My design had to be Automatic using a
Timer, a
 n Arduino and Motor Systems.

Sketches

ORIGINAL & 2nd DESIGNS

FINISHED SKETCHES
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Selecting Materials
-

Plastic Bottle
Wooden Box
Batteries
RC Servo
Climate Proof Box
Hooks
Funnel
Pipe
Scoop
Audino

Constructing Innovative Device
Safety Considerations

- I decided that it my device had to be Battery Operated to power the Arduino
Computer Chip & a D
 isplay Board (LCD).
- It wasn’t safe me to use some of the power tools, so my Grandpa was kind &
helped me make the box.
- The Arduino is secured in a plastic box to so it is weather and dog proof.
- The device was wall mounted so it was safe from Georgie eating the box &
electronics.
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Once I had constructed the box, I wrote the Arduino code to power the servo motor. I used a
timer sketch as a baseline for writing the Arduino code. I already knew lots of the coding
language I was writing. I just had to put it together to make the software for my dog feeder.

The Final Arduino Code
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How to work the Automatic Dog Feeder
Step 1: Attach 2 LiPo batteries to the breadboard

Step 2: Once power is connected up to the Computer Box the bottle it will start searching for
‘Up’ position.

Step 3: The timer was originally designed to be set for 12 hours, but for demonstration
purposes it is 30 seconds.

Step 4: After a few feedings the Bottle will need refilling. To do that undo the latch on the Servo
Control & remove the Servo from the Bottle. Pour dog food into the Bottle then replace it back in
the machine.
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Step 5: After a while the batteries will start to die. To replace them remove the batteries from the
Servo Control. Next put the batteries into the charger. Plug the charger into a micro USB for
power. Get two charged batteries & put them back into the Dog Feeder.

Testing the Innovation
Issues, Problems & Solutions
Type of Issue

Details of Issue

Impact on
Project

Solution

Servo
Controlling

Servo would just go around
100 miles per hour! My
Grandpa had taken out the
microchip that controls the
degrees it turns.

HIGH

I had to rewrite the code.
Instead of using degrees I
had to write my software
in Pulses (Microseconds).

Food
Delivery

When the servo turned the
bottle around the box was so
high off the ground the food
bounced off the bowl and onto
the ground.

MEDIUM

I had to put a pipe on the
box so it stops the food
spreading out too much
from the bowl so it didn’t
bounce.

Display

I tried to program the LCD
(display) It wouldn’t display
any letters. I don’t know why.
Everything was wired
correctly & my software was
correct too.

MEDIUM

I had to replace it with a
LED light, which blinks
every second & stops
blinking when the Dog
Feeder is feeding.

Initially I thought
this was a HIGH
impact situation
but as the display
didn’t work I
started to realise
it wasn’t that big
of a situation.
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Switch

I was using a faulty
LOW
breadboard with my switch so
it was not working. Every time
I tried to fix the software to
add a switch my bottle
stopped acting as it should.

I took out the part in the
software that was
making the bottle act
weird & took out the
switch. It didn’t really do
much it just reset the
countdown.

Evaluation
I have effectively built a prototype that works to demonstrate a principle but without
future enhancements this model will not be a permanent innovation.

Enhancements

● Having more battery life. My Dog Feeder had been designed to use two
batteries at once. This will not last 10 hours needed.
● Getting the LCD to communicate with the Computer Box. My LCD must've been
broken.
● Using a button to talk to the bottle. The way that my software was written
didn’t allow it to communicate to my Computer Box.
With some minor future enhancements, I have shown that my dog feeder could help
Georgie when we are not home. By adding a better power system, I could turn my
project into a full functioning feeder that will do the task I designed it too. I think my
Dog Feeder is a success as the mechanism works, it’s strong & releases food
according to the timer software.
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